
- aLIGO IFO design: to be slightly over-coupled for the carrier
2% carrier reflectivity

- Higher arm loss & misalignment:
~ may cause the carrier critical- or under-couplling
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Figure 3: Carrier Power Coupling vs. TPRM for a scatter loss of 37.5ppm, 45ppm and 60ppm
per optic.

assuming we correctly estimated the scatter loss - provides alternative and potentially better
error signals for MICH and SRCL at the REFL port.

2.2.2 SRM transmission

The Signal Recycling mirror transmission can be chosen to optimize the bottom-line sen-
sitivity. The test mass thermal noise is limiting over a broad frequency band. Thus we
don’t get any benefit from a narrow-band SRC, but are instead pushed to a low SRC finesse,
meaning a high TSRM . For NS/NS inspirals this results in TSRM = 0.16 for the detuned case
(Science mode 2), and in TSRM = 0.26 for zero detuning (Science mode 1). However, as long
as we are in the low finesse regime, it is not a very critical parameter. The sensitivity only
depends weakly on TSRM . We thus chose a round TSRM = 0.2, which allows to come within
about 1% of the optima for each science mode. All the Signal Recycling mirror transmission
tuning was done in bench62.m.

2.2.3 Schnupp Asymmetry

The Schnupp Asymmetry was chosen to get close to critical coupling for the f2 sideband
in the dual recycling cavity. This condition maximizes the f2 sideband power in the signal
recycling cavity. Note that, given TPRM and TSRM , there are two solutions for critical
coupling the dual recycling cavity:

1. Small Schnupp Asymmetry, lasy ⌥ 4 cm, Tasy ⌥ 1.5e � 3: This requires that both
Power and Signal Recycling Cavity are resonant for f2.

2. Large Schnupp Asymmetry, lasy ⌥ 0.68 m, Tasy ⌥ 0.39 This requires that exactly one
of the two recycling cavities is resonant for f2. The other one has to be anti-resonant.
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- What's wrong with the critical-/under-coupling (LSC)

LSC signals: d(CA x SB) = d(CA) x SB + CA x d(SB) 
d(CA) = CARM + PRCL + MICH, d(SB) = PRCL + MICH

=> The vertex signals disappear or suffer sign flip

Mitigation: for lock acquisition 3f signals
for low noise operation POP signals

- What's wrong with the critical-/under-coupling (ASC)

ASC signals: d(CA x SB) = CA01 x SB00 + CA00 x SB01 
=> The sideband alignment signals disappear?

This may cause servo instability and keep us away from the best alignment
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- Some intuition ~ a three mirror cavity
ASC singularity ~ introduction LIGO-G1500745
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WFS signal = CA01 x SB00 + CA00 x SB01 
ETM: exicites only CA01 => no singularity by the CA coupling

PRM: exicites only SB01 (CA01 is not resonant in PRC)
=> singularity at the carrier critical-coupling

ITM: excites both CA01 & SB01

=> cancellation of the two terms cause singularity but 

Question: 
Where (at which loss/recycling gain) does this happen?
==> Need simulation

PRM ITM ETM



- Possible mitigation: POP WFS (VF, RdR, DM)
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POP WFS:
At POP, we always have CA and SB => different mixture of the terms

Questions:
- Which signal should we use? (POP9, 45, or 36?)
- Is the noise level good enough for the low noise operation?
  Or are the signals only used for the acquisition stage?
==> Need simulation

PRM ITM ETM

POP
WFS

WFS signal = CA01 x SB00 + CA00 x SB01 
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